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Learning PHP 5 is the ideal tutorial for graphic designers, bloggers, and other web crafters who want a thorough but non-intimidating way to understand the code that makes web sites dynamic.  The book begins with an introduction to PHP, then moves to more advanced features: language basics, arrays and functions, web forms, connecting to databases, and much more.  Complete with exercises to make sure the lessons stick, this book offers the ideal classroom learning experience whether you're in a classroom or on your own.

Boring web sites are static. Interesting web  sites are dynamic. That is, their content  changes. A giant static HTML page listing the names, pictures,  descriptions, and prices of all 1,000 products a company has for sale  is hard to use and takes forever to load. A dynamic web product  catalog that lets you search and filter those products so you see  only the six items that meet your price and category criteria is more  useful, faster, and much more likely to close a sale.

The PHP programming language makes it easy to build dynamic web  sites. Whatever interactive excitement you want to create—such  as a product catalog, a blog, a photo album, or an event  calendar—PHP is up to the task. And after reading this book,  you'll be up to the task of building that dynamic  web site, too.
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LPIC Prep Kit 101 General Linux I (Exam Guide)Que, 2000
The Linux Level I Exam Guide prepares you to pass the Linux Level I exam. The tutorial text is strictly exam-related and flows with minimal interruption, covering all necessary objectives for the exam. Study aids begin with the Chapter Opener to ready you for learning. To help you fully understand the topic, visual cues are used liberally...
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RoboCup 2003: Robot Soccer World Cup VII (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the seventh official archival publication devoted to RoboCup. It documents the achievements presented at the 7th Robot World Cup Soccer and Rescue Competition and Conferences held in Padua, Italy, in July 2003.
The 39 revised full papers and 35 revised poster papers presented together with an overview and roadmap for the...
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LAN Switching First-StepCisco Press, 2004
Your first step into the world of LAN switching

	
    No LAN switching experience required

    
	
    Includes clear and easily understood explanations

    
	
    Makes learning easy
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The War on Drugs and the Global Colour LinePluto Press, 2019

	
		Fifty years of the War on Drugs has led to millions of deaths, displacements, and incarcerations. Disproportionately enacted on oppressed races, international drug prohibition has reinforced the color line across the globe. This collection reveals the racist impact of the war on drugs across multiple continents and in numerous...
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Nutrition: A Handbook for Community NursesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	This book has been written to provide community nurses with basic and topical practical information on various aspects of nutrition, to help in the provision of comprehensive dietary advice and information. It discusses healthy eating and nutrition and includes an overview of the current healthy eating guidelines, dietary reference values and...
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FreeBSD Corporate Networker's Guide (With CD-ROM)Pearson Education, 2000
"FreeBSD has been the secret weapon of serious network administrators for many years now and this book should provide a welcome introduction to those who have yet to discover it for themselves."
 --Jordan Hubbard, Co-founder, The FreeBSD Project

 FreeBSD is the engine that runs on some...
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